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SAUER BIBUS LIVE FROM AGRITECHNICA 2019:

The specialists for system solutions in  
drive technology!

As specialists in system solutions for drive techno-
logy, SAUER BIBUS is currently exhibiting at Stand 
C 14 in Hall 16 at Agritechnica, the world’s leading 
trade fair for agricultural technology.

As the first days of the fair have shown, SAUER BIBUS 
perfectly meets both new and existing customers’ ex-
pectations and is true to its motto: “Solution Provider for 
your Systems”. At its stand, the company is showcasing 
innovative systems including drive pumps and motors, 
display instruments, software and valve technology, as 
well as in-house solutions which combine its expertise 
in drive, work and control technology. It goes without 
saying that the resulting solutions are always individual-
ly tailored to the respective customer and application.  

Via the link youtube.com/watch?v=ou6LTRpnPts  
you can watch up-to-date videos filmed at our trade 
fair stand and presented by Ralf Schrempp, Managing 
Director of SAUER BIB US.

A highlight of the trade fair – the partnership bet-
ween Fendt and Sennebogen

A new partnership in the telescopic handler segment 
was announced at Agritechnica, causing a sensation 
in the industry. Under the product name Fendt Cargo 
T955, the telescopic handler will in future be marketed 
by AGCO/Fendt in the agricultural sector. 

Via its own dealer network, SENNEBOGEN sells its 
Model 355 E primarily in the recycling, port, sawmill 
and municipal sectors. Both manufacturers have now 
formalised this arrangement by means of a cooperation 
agreement.

For SAUER BIBUS, this far-reaching agreement also 
represents a further milestone in the company’s fo-
cus on complete system solutions – these telescopic 
handlers, which will be marketed by both companies 
under their own brands in the future, are equipped with 
a SAUER BIBUS hydrostatic drive system. 

The PROFI magazine also reports on this story in 
its hot-off-the-press trade fair edition.  
Below is a small excerpt:

... “The drive system from SAUER BIBUS is  
hydrostatic.
It is easy to modulate and offers three driving modes 
for bulk material, pallet and road travel at up to 40 km/h 
(at nominal speed). The driving direction can also be 
changed via a small rocker on the joystick ...”

The combination of mechanics, hydraulics, electrics 
and electronics is one of the core strengths of SAUER 
BIBUS, for which it can rely on its superb in-house 
development team. 
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From left to right: Ms Lenette Nielsen / DANFOSS,  
Mr Richter / BIBUS Hydraulik AG, Dr Ulrich / BIBUS Holding,  
Mr Schrempp / SAUER BIBUS
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In recent years the company has increasingly made 
a name for itself within the market as a flexible, medi-
um-sized system provider. All parties are now able to 
benefit from this success – via the trust-based tech-
nology partnerships with leading brands and also in 
the crucial area of service, in which the company has 
developed an international network. 
 
Ralf Schrempp, Managing Director of SAUER 
BIBUS, sums up the first few days of the fair as 
follows:

“Our positioning at the fair as a solution provider corre-
sponds to our self-image as a developer of innovative 
system solutions with a high degree of customer orien-
tation, which always generate real added value for our 
customers. And this has already been very well recei-
ved and confirmed in the first days of the fair via nume-
rous concrete projects and preliminary agreements.”

SAUER BIBUS is even able to demonstrate its solutions 
for a customised overall system directly at the fair.  
These consist of the software (CONTROL) as well as 
the areas of driving (DRIVE) and working (WORK). 

Exciting demonstrations of system solutions at the SAUER BIBUS  
trade fair stand

First class service by Sauer Bibus

SAUER BIBUS
Hall 16 
Stand C 14

For all trade fair visitors, a visit to the SAUER BIBUS 
stand under the umbrella of BIBUS Holding is therefore 
certainly worthwhile. The fair runs until Saturday, 16 
November.
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